
MOTIVATION LETTER FOR YOUNG LEADERS IN ENERGY – BEC 

 

DearSir/Madam, 

 

I am writing to you to explain and justify my willingness to participate and become a member of the 

advisory committee of the Young Leaders in Energy (YLE) programme of the Bosphorus Energy Club.I 

am an MBA graduate of Sabancı University of 2011 with a concentration on management and 

marketing. Prior to my graduate education, I have received my Bachelor of Science in Mechatronics 

Engineering also from Sabancı University in 2009. I have been accepted to Shell Graduate 

Programme in August 2013 and have been working in Shell &Turcas Petrol A.Ş. since.  

Shell Graduate Programme is Shell’s Global MT programme which, on average, accepts 1-2 

candidates per year in Turkey. As a part of the program I had the chance to work as a Business 

Analyst in Bulk Fuels department for 1.5 years and have been working as Shell V-Power Brand 

Manager in Retail Marketing department for 7 months. 

Alongside my technical background and professional expertise in Turkish energy markets, I have a 

special interest in geopolitics, which is one of the main reasons that I have preferred to work in energy 

industry. I am always in the look-out for increasing my knowledge and business network in geopolitics 

and energy industry and I believe that YLE sets the ideal scenery.I strongly believe that, as a young 

professional,I could contribute a lot by sharing my experience in the market, regulations and 

competition while adopting a more macro perspective from my peers at the Young Leaders in Energy. 

A lot of young and keen professional will be looking up to Turkish and non-Turkish high-level 

executives from both public and private sphere to increase their knowledge as well as receive. I 

consider the talent gap in this sector risks the energy business to be considered a mere retail 

business, especially in Turkey. Therefore, strong young individuals who could ponder upon energy, 

finance and market issues according to current geopolitical developments will become highly valuable 

in the future. Therefore, it is crucial for the senior executives who could see this problem to meet, 

understand and help the upcoming young professionals in the sector. 

I am confident that my experience at Shell, my engineering background and my deep interest to 

further this inititive make me a strong candidate both as a participant and an advisory committee 

member of the Young Leaders in Energy. I am keen to play a part in follow-ups. I am enthusiastic to 

take part in the discussions, learn from the “gurus” and help the Young Leaders in Energy succeed. 

Thank very much for considering my application. 

 

Kind regards, 

 

Serkan AK 
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